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PHILOSOPHY
The Freehold Performing Arts Music Studio curriculum fosters a student centered learning environment which
allows students to use the knowledge of media driven methods of viewing, listening, reading, writing, creating and
using technology. Its primary goal is to address the developmental nature of each learner, promote critical
thinking skills, foster communication and make connections across the curriculum while infusing real life
applications to develop students who are lifelong learners. We believe that the building blocks of a successful adult
are critical thinking skills, cultural appreciation, research, and writing skills. The FPAC program offers courses
that provide the student with a variety of activities that will enable the student to understand and appreciate the
Performing Arts as a part of the overall human experience. Our goal is for students to acquire and demonstrate a
solid knowledge of the artistic/creative and technical process, as well as, a level of professionalism that will enable
them to pursue a career in the arts.

Entertainment Technology - Level 4
PA Honors Music Studio

Course of Study
All components will include history, current trends, applications, and future trends
1. Live performances – individual projects
2. Careers in music technology
3. Marketing live performances and music technology
4. Recording and mastering via advanced ProTools skills
5. College planning with attention to special needs of arts students
6. Advanced theory and Notation for composition
7. Scoring for video
8. Exploring Ttrend software including Reason and Nuendo
As each new component is introduced its effects on previous components will be addressed.
Software listed is suggested and may change due to fiscal concerns
or changing software availability
Music Studio students will work collaboratively with the Video Studio students on a variety of class projects.
They may also work a variety of production assignments for performances in the auditorium
or other venues deemed appropriate by the FPAC staff.

TOPIC: PA Hnrs Music Studio ( ET Music - level IV)
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
1. How do effects of entertainment technology shape our culture?
2. What is the significance of media/entertainment within political and economic structures
in America?
3. How will the spread of technology at the individual level affect the traditional
corporate business model?
4. Why is it important to understand the difference between commercial value and aesthetic
value?
5. How does the relationship between analog and digital recording compare to the recording industry of today
compared to 30 years ago?
6. What is the value of commissioned work versus independent projects?
7. How does balance of one's professional schedule affect quality of life?
8. How does one's balance of professional efforts affect "customers" perception of work?
9. What is the difference between event support and music technology?
10. Why is it important to have a specialty?

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:
1. An understanding of the history and development of the fields of entertainment technology
will allow students to predict future trends of industry and culture.
2. Knowledge and information is a valuable tool in aesthetic and commercial success.
3. Aesthetic value and commercial values are not mutually exclusive ideals.
4. Entertainment technology can be viewed as its own art form as well as a support structure
for other disciplines in the Arts.
5. The effects of Entertainment Technology play an integral role in the shaping of American
culture.
6. Trends in the industry will be ever-changing, and one must keep updated but not forget the past.
7. In order to remain marketable, one must be able to produce his own work, but be willing and able to be
valuable to others' projects as well.
8. Taking care of yourself in all aspects of life allows you to produce the best possible work; always be ready
to work.
9. Music, or music technology is an art form of its own. Sometimes it can be used as event support;
other times IT IS THE SHOW.
10. It is far more marketable to be able to to do many things but be great at one, than do many things
moderately well.
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